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LIGO&Founders

•May'3,'Special'Breakthrough'Prize'in'Fundamental'Physics''

•May'12,'Gruber'FoundaEon'Cosmology'Prize'

• June'1,'Shaw'Prize'in'Astronomy'

• June'2,'Kavli'Prize'in'Astrophysics 

AddiEonal'prizes'to'specific'individuals,'aLIGO'engineering'team
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• On'14'September'2015,'4'days'before'starEng'its'
first'observaEonal'run'O1,'Advanced'LIGO'
recorded'a'strong'gravitaEonal'wave'burst'

• Source'unambiguous.'In'source'frame: 
merger&of&a&29&and&36&solar&mass&BH'
•What'did'we'see?  
How'do'we'know'it'is'two'black'holes?  
How'can'we'be'sure'it'is'real?  
What'was'going'on'“behind'the'scenes”? 
What'do'we'know'about'the'system?  
[Basic'physics'arguments:'arXiv:1608.01940']'

• Prospects'for'the'future



Something&about&myself
•Worked'on'gravitaEonal'wave'
data'analysis'since'mid_1990s'

• About'40'people'at'AEI'
• Atlas'is'the'largest'resource'
world_wide'in'the'LIGO/VIRGO'
collaboraEon:'15,000'CPU'
cores,'2,500'GPUs,'10'PB,'1'MW'

• Direct'the'Einstein@Home'
volunteer'compuEng'project'

•Methods'and'technology'also'
used'for'convenEonal'
(electromagneEc)'astronomy:'
~100'radio'and'gamma_ray'
pulsars'discovered'so'far.
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Discovery&Paper&(+&companion&papers&and&1h&data&release)&

“The%sta)s)c%that%really%
struck%me%was%that%in%the%
first%24%hours,%not%only%was%
the%page%for%your%PRL%
abstract%hit%380,000%)mes,%
but%the%PDF%of%the%paper%
was%downloaded%from%that%
page%230,000%)mes.%This%is%
far%more%hits%than%any%PRL%
ever,%and%the%frac)on%of%
)mes%that%it%resulted%in%a%
download%was%unusually%
high.%Hundreds%of%
thousands%of%people%
actually%wanted%to%read%the%
whole%paper!%That%is%just%
remarkable.”% 
 
Robert'Garistro,'PRL'editor
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Observation of Gravitational Waves from a Binary Black Hole Merger

B. P. Abbott et al.*

(LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration)
(Received 21 January 2016; published 11 February 2016)

On September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC the two detectors of the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory simultaneously observed a transient gravitational-wave signal. The signal sweeps upwards in
frequency from 35 to 250 Hz with a peak gravitational-wave strain of 1.0 × 10−21. It matches the waveform
predicted by general relativity for the inspiral and merger of a pair of black holes and the ringdown of the
resulting single black hole. The signal was observed with a matched-filter signal-to-noise ratio of 24 and a
false alarm rate estimated to be less than 1 event per 203 000 years, equivalent to a significance greater
than 5.1σ. The source lies at a luminosity distance of 410þ160

−180 Mpc corresponding to a redshift z ¼ 0.09þ0.03
−0.04 .

In the source frame, the initial black hole masses are 36þ5
−4M⊙ and 29þ4

−4M⊙, and the final black hole mass is
62þ4

−4M⊙, with 3.0þ0.5
−0.5M⊙c2 radiated in gravitational waves. All uncertainties define 90% credible intervals.

These observations demonstrate the existence of binary stellar-mass black hole systems. This is the first direct
detection of gravitational waves and the first observation of a binary black hole merger.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.116.061102

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1916, the year after the final formulation of the field
equations of general relativity, Albert Einstein predicted
the existence of gravitational waves. He found that
the linearized weak-field equations had wave solutions:
transverse waves of spatial strain that travel at the speed of
light, generated by time variations of the mass quadrupole
moment of the source [1,2]. Einstein understood that
gravitational-wave amplitudes would be remarkably
small; moreover, until the Chapel Hill conference in
1957 there was significant debate about the physical
reality of gravitational waves [3].
Also in 1916, Schwarzschild published a solution for the

field equations [4] that was later understood to describe a
black hole [5,6], and in 1963 Kerr generalized the solution
to rotating black holes [7]. Starting in the 1970s theoretical
work led to the understanding of black hole quasinormal
modes [8–10], and in the 1990s higher-order post-
Newtonian calculations [11] preceded extensive analytical
studies of relativistic two-body dynamics [12,13]. These
advances, together with numerical relativity breakthroughs
in the past decade [14–16], have enabled modeling of
binary black hole mergers and accurate predictions of
their gravitational waveforms. While numerous black hole
candidates have now been identified through electromag-
netic observations [17–19], black hole mergers have not
previously been observed.

The discovery of the binary pulsar systemPSR B1913þ16
by Hulse and Taylor [20] and subsequent observations of
its energy loss by Taylor and Weisberg [21] demonstrated
the existence of gravitational waves. This discovery,
along with emerging astrophysical understanding [22],
led to the recognition that direct observations of the
amplitude and phase of gravitational waves would enable
studies of additional relativistic systems and provide new
tests of general relativity, especially in the dynamic
strong-field regime.
Experiments to detect gravitational waves began with

Weber and his resonant mass detectors in the 1960s [23],
followed by an international network of cryogenic reso-
nant detectors [24]. Interferometric detectors were first
suggested in the early 1960s [25] and the 1970s [26]. A
study of the noise and performance of such detectors [27],
and further concepts to improve them [28], led to
proposals for long-baseline broadband laser interferome-
ters with the potential for significantly increased sensi-
tivity [29–32]. By the early 2000s, a set of initial detectors
was completed, including TAMA 300 in Japan, GEO 600
in Germany, the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory (LIGO) in the United States, and Virgo in
Italy. Combinations of these detectors made joint obser-
vations from 2002 through 2011, setting upper limits on a
variety of gravitational-wave sources while evolving into
a global network. In 2015, Advanced LIGO became the
first of a significantly more sensitive network of advanced
detectors to begin observations [33–36].
A century after the fundamental predictions of Einstein

and Schwarzschild, we report the first direct detection of
gravitational waves and the first direct observation of a
binary black hole system merging to form a single black
hole. Our observations provide unique access to the

*Full author list given at the end of the article.

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. Further distri-
bution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and
the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.
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June&1916&
Daraus%folgt%dann%zunächst,%daß%sich%die%
Gravita)onsfelder%mit%Lichtgeschwindigkeit%
ausbreiten.%%Wir%werden%im%Anschluß%an%
diese%allgemeine%Lösung%die%
Gravita)onswellen%und%deren%
Entstehungsweise%untersuchen.%

(It%follows%that%the%gravita)onal%field%
propagates%at%the%speed%of%light.%%In%
connec)on%with%these%general%solu)ons,%
we’ll%inves)gate%gravita)onal%waves%and%
their%sources.)

Gravita1onal&Waves&1916
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• SensiEve'from'30'to'2000'Hz'

• Strain'h=ΔL/L
• In 100 Hz band at  

minimum, r.m.s. noise 
h~10-22

'

• O1'noise'a'factor'~3'above'
design'sensiEvity



GW150914
• Engineering'run'had'begun'17'August'2015,'for'tuning,'
calibraEon,'injecEon'tests,'and'noise'characterisaEon'
studies.'

• First'observing'run'O1'(“science'operaEons'mode”)'
scheduled'to'start'on'18&September&2015'
• VIRGO'not'operaEng'(under'construcEon)  
GEOY600'lost'lock'10'minutes'before'(AND'not'sensiEve'
at'low'frequencies)'

• Event&before&O1&start,&at&09:50&UTC&on&14&September&
2015 
02:50'at&LIGO'Hanford,'WA 
04:50'at'LIGO'Livingston,'LA 
11:50'in'Germany
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AEI&Hannover,&September&14,&2015

•Monday'morning'11:50'

• Coherent'waveburst'pipeline'running'
at'Caltech,'event'database'had'~1000'
entries'

•Marco'and'Andy'checked'injecEon'
flags'and'logbooks,'data'quality,'made'
Qscans'of'LHO/LLO'data.'

• Called'LIGO'operators:'“everyone’s'
gone'home”'

• At'12:54,'Marco'sent'an'email'to'the'
collaboraEon,'asking'for'confirmaEon'
that'it’s'not'a'hidden'test'signal'
(hardware'injecEon)'

• Next'hours:'flurry'of'emails,'decision'
to'lock'down'sites,'freeze'instrument'
state

10
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The&Chirp

• Bandpass'filtered'35_350'Hz,'
some'instrumental'and'
calibraEon'lines'removed'

• Hanford'inverted,'shired'7.1'
ms'earlier'

• Signal'visible'to'the'naked'
eye:'~200'ms'

• “Instantaneous”'SNR'~5,'
opEmal'filter'SNR'~'24'
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Can&only&be&two&black&holes!
• One'orbit'=>'two'gravitaEonal'wave'cycles'
• Newtonian'approximaEon'=>  
 

• Chirp'mass'M ~'30'M⦿'

• If'equal:'m1'='m2'~'35'M⦿ 
=>''Sum'of'Schwarzschild'radii'≥206km'

• At'peak'fGW'='150'Hz,'orbital'frequency'='75'
Hz''separaEon'of'Newtonian'point'masses'
346km'

• Ordinary&stars'are'106'km'in'size'(merge'at'
mHz).'White&dwarfs'are'10

4
'km'(merge'at'1'

Hz).''They'are'too'big'to'explain'this!'

• Neutron&stars'are'also'not'possible: 
m1'='4'M⦿ '=>'m2=600'M⦿  

=>Schwarzschild'radius'1800km'=>'too'big!
12
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LIGO-P150914-v12

FIG. 2. Top: Estimated gravitational-wave strain amplitude
from GW150914 projected onto H1. This shows the full band-
width of the waveforms, without the filtering used for Fig. 1.
The inset images show numerical-relativity models of the black
hole horizons as the black holes coalesce. Bottom: The Kep-
lerian effective black hole separation in units of Schwarzschild
radii (R

S

= 2GM/c2) and the effective relative velocity given
by the post-Newtonian parameter v/c = (GM⇡f/c3)1/3, where
f is the gravitational-wave frequency calculated with numerical
relativity and M is the total mass (value from Table I).

At the lower frequencies, such evolution is characterized
by the chirp mass [46]

M =
(m1m2)3/5

(m1 +m2)1/5
=

c3

G


5

96
⇡�8/3f�11/3ḟ

�3/5

,

where f and ḟ are the observed frequency and its time
derivative and G and c are the gravitational constant and
speed of light. Estimating f and ḟ from the data in Fig. 1
we obtain a chirp mass of M ' 30M�, implying that the
total mass M = m1 + m2 is >⇠ 70M� in the detector
frame. This bounds the sum of the Schwarzschild radii of
the binary components to 2GM/c2 >⇠ 210 km. To reach
an orbital frequency of 75 Hz (half the gravitational-wave
frequency) the objects must have been very close and very
compact; equal Newtonian point masses orbiting at this fre-
quency would be only ' 350 km apart. A pair of neutron
stars, while compact, would not have the required mass,
while a black hole-neutron star binary with the deduced
chirp mass would have a very large total mass, and would
thus merge at much lower frequency. This leaves black
holes as the only known objects compact enough to reach

an orbital frequency of 75 Hz without contact. Further-
more, the decay of the waveform after it peaks is consis-
tent with the damped oscillations of a black hole relaxing
to a final stationary Kerr configuration. Below, we present
a general-relativistic analysis of GW150914; Fig. 2 shows
the calculated waveform using the resulting source param-
eters.

Detectors — Gravitational-wave astronomy exploits multi-
ple, widely separated detectors to distinguish gravitational
waves from local instrumental and environmental noise, to
provide source sky localization from relative arrival times,
and to measure wave polarizations. The LIGO sites each
operate a single Advanced LIGO detector [32], a modi-
fied Michelson interferometer (see Fig. 3) that measures
gravitational-wave strain as a difference in length of its or-
thogonal arms. Each arm is formed by two mirrors, act-
ing as test masses, separated by L

x

= L
y

= L = 4 km.
A passing gravitational wave effectively alters the arm
lengths such that the measured difference is �L(t) =
�L

x

� �L
y

= h(t)L, where h is the gravitational-wave
strain amplitude projected onto the detector. This differ-
ential length variation alters the phase difference between
the two light fields returning to the beamsplitter, transmit-
ting an optical signal proportional to the gravitational-wave
strain to the output photodetector.

To achieve sufficient sensitivity to measure gravitational
waves the detectors include several enhancements to the
basic Michelson interferometer. First, each arm contains
a resonant optical cavity, formed by its two test mass mir-
rors, that multiplies the effect of a gravitational wave on
the light phase by a factor of 300 [48]. Second, a partially
transmissive power-recycling mirror at the input provides
additional resonant buildup of the laser light in the interfer-
ometer as a whole [49, 50]: 20 W of laser input is increased
to 700 W incident on the beamsplitter, which is further in-
creased to 100 kW circulating in each arm cavity. Third,
a partially transmissive signal-recycling mirror at the out-
put optimizes the gravitational-wave signal extraction by
broadening the bandwidth of the arm cavities [51, 52].
The interferometer is illuminated with a 1064-nm wave-
length Nd:YAG laser, stabilized in amplitude, frequency,
and beam geometry [53, 54]. The gravitational-wave sig-
nal is extracted at the output port using homodyne read-
out [55].

These interferometry techniques are designed to maxi-
mize the conversion of strain to optical signal, thereby min-
imizing the impact of photon shot noise (the principal noise
at high frequencies). High strain sensitivity also requires
that the test masses have low displacement noise, which
is achieved by isolating them from seismic noise (low fre-
quencies) and designing them to have low thermal noise
(mid frequencies). Each test mass is suspended as the final
stage of a quadruple pendulum system [56], supported by
an active seismic isolation platform [57]. These systems
collectively provide more than 10 orders of magnitude of

3

Only&black&holes 
are&sufficiently 

&massive&and&compact!



The&Movie

• Alessandra'Buonanno'and'postdocs'Sergei'Ossokine'and'
Roland'Haas,'with'the'SXS'CollaboraEon
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Luminosity&Distance&Es1mate

• Schwarzschild'radius'~'200'km'

•Metric'strain'h'is'order'h~0.1'at'Schwarzschild'radius'

• Strain'h'fall'off'like'inverse'of'distance'd'
• At'detector,'maximum'metric'perturbaEon'h'~'10_21'

• This'implies'a'distance 
d'~'1020'x'200'km 
''''~'2'x'1025'm 
''''~'2'x'109'light'years'(correct'to'factor'of'two)

14
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Real?&Or&a&detector&ar1fact?
• Instruments'in'normal'operaEon'and'stable'
since'September'12th'(apart'from'deliberate'
intervenEon)'

• This'instrument'can'see'such'sources'at'6'Emes'
the'distance'=>'6x6x6'~'200'Emes'the'rate'at'
iniEal'LIGO'instruments'

• Last'scienEsts'ler'sites'2'hours'(LHO)'and'15'
minutes'(LLO)'before'the'event.''Operators'only.'

•Waveform'does'not'resemble'instrumental'
glitches'or'artefacts'

• SuscepEbility'to'radio,'acousEc,'magneEc,'
seismic'and'other'external'disturbances'
measured.'These'external'disturbances'are'
monitored:'can'not'explain'more'than'6%'of'the'
observed'GW'amplitude'

•Was'not'an'accidental'or'malicious'hardware'
injecEon:'recorded'control'loop'signals'permit'
reconstrucEon'of'the'actuators:'no'fake'signal'
was'added
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Robert&Schofield'and'Anamaria&Effler,'
departed'the'LLO'site'at'04:35am 
15&minutes&before&the&event

Stefan&Ballmer'and'Evan&Hall,'
departed'the'LHO'site'soon'arer'
midnight,'2&hours&before&the&event



False&Alarm&Probability
• To'avoid'staEsEcal'bias,'tuning'carried'out'
before'discovery,'with'pre_discovery'data'

• Orange'squares:'highest'SNR'events'in'the'
first'16'days'of'data'collected'(12'Sept'_'
20'Oct)'

• EsEmate'background'by'shiring'
instrumental'data'in'Eme'at'one'site'in'
0.1'second'increments'(>>'10'msec'light_
travel'Eme)'approximately'2x10

6
'Emes.'

• 'Generate'608,000'years'of'“arEficial”'
data,'search'for'events'

• Including'trials'factor,'false'alarm'rate'<'1'
in'203,000'years'

• For'a'Gaussian'process,'this'is'>'5.1σ
• Real'false'alarm'rate'much'less!'We&got&
lucky,&could&have&confidently&detected&it&
70%&farther&away.
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Parameters&from&figng&(in&source&frame)
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nonetheless effectively recover systems with misaligned
spins in the parameter region of GW150914 [44]. Approx-
imately 250,000 template waveforms are used to cover this
parameter space.

The search calculates the matched-filter signal-to-noise
ratio ⇢(t) for each template in each detector and identi-
fies maxima of ⇢(t) with respect to the time of arrival
of the signal [79–81]. For each maximum we calcu-
late a chi-squared statistic �2

r

to test whether the data in
several different frequency bands are consistent with the
matching template [82]. Values of �2

r

near unity indicate
that the signal is consistent with a coalescence. If �2

r

is
greater than unity, ⇢(t) is re-weighted as ⇢̂ = ⇢/[(1 +
(�2

r

)3)/2]1/6 [83, 84]. The final step enforces coincidence
between detectors by selecting event pairs that occur within
a 15ms window and come from the same template. The
15ms window is determined by the 10ms inter-site propa-
gation time plus 5ms for uncertainty in arrival time of weak
signals. We rank coincident events based on the quadrature
sum ⇢̂

c

of the ⇢̂ from both detectors [43].
To produce background data for this search the SNR

maxima of one detector are time-shifted and a new set of
coincident events is computed. Repeating this procedure
⇠ 107 times produces a noise background analysis time
equivalent to 608 000 years.

To account for the search background noise varying
across the target signal space, candidate and background
events are divided into three search classes based on tem-
plate length. The right panel of Fig. 4 shows the back-
ground for the search class of GW150914. The GW150914
detection-statistic value of ⇢̂

c

= 23.6 is larger than any
background event, so only an upper bound can be placed
on its false alarm rate. Across the three search classes this
bound is 1 in 203 000 yrs. This translates to a false alarm
probability < 2⇥ 10�7, corresponding to 5.1�.

A second, independent matched-filter analysis that uses
a different method for estimating the significance of its
events [85, 86], also detected GW150914 with identical
signal parameters and consistent significance.

When an event is confidently identified as a real grav-
itational wave signal, as for GW150914, the background
used to determine the significance of other events is re-
estimated without the contribution of this event. This is
the background distribution shown as a purple line in the
right panel of Fig. 4. Based on this, the second most sig-
nificant event has a false alarm rate of 1 per 2.3 years and
corresponding Poissonian false alarm probability of 0.02.
Waveform analysis of this event indicates that if it is astro-
physical in origin it is also a binary black hole [44].

Source discussion — The matched filter search is opti-
mized for detecting signals, but it provides only approxi-
mate estimates of the source parameters. To refine them we
use general relativity-based models that include precessing
spins [77, 78, 89, 90], and for each model perform a co-
herent Bayesian analysis to derive posterior distributions

TABLE I. Source parameters for GW150914. We report me-
dian values with 90% credible intervals that include statistical
errors, and systematic errors from averaging the results of dif-
ferent waveform models. Masses are given in the source frame,
to convert to the detector frame multiply by (1 + z) [87]. The
source redshift assumes standard cosmology [88].

Primary black hole mass 36+5
�4 M�

Secondary black hole mass 29+4
�4 M�

Final black hole mass 62+4
�4 M�

Final black hole spin 0.67+0.05
�0.07

Luminosity distance 410+160
�180 Mpc

Source redshift, z 0.09+0.03
�0.04

of the source parameters [91]. The initial and final masses,
final spin, distance and redshift of the source are shown in
Table I. The spin of the primary black hole is constrained to
be < 0.7 (90% credible interval) indicating it is not max-
imally spinning, while the spin of the secondary is only
weakly constrained. These source parameters are discussed
in detail in [38]. The parameter uncertainties include sta-
tistical errors, and systematic errors from averaging the re-
sults of different waveform models.

Using the fits to numerical simulations of binary black
hole mergers in [92, 93], we provide estimates of the mass
and spin of the final black hole, the total energy radiated in
gravitational waves, and the peak gravitational-wave lumi-
nosity [38]. The estimated total energy radiated in gravita-
tional waves is 3.0+0.5

�0.5 M�c2. The system reached a peak
gravitational-wave luminosity of 3.6+0.5

�0.4 ⇥ 1056 erg/s,
equivalent to 200+30

�20 M�c2/s.
Several analyses have been performed to determine

whether or not GW150914 is consistent with a binary black
hole system in general relativity [94]. A first consistency
check involves the mass and spin of the final black hole.
In general relativity, the end product of a black hole binary
coalescence is a Kerr black hole, which is fully described
by its mass and spin. For quasicircular inspirals, these are
predicted uniquely by Einstein’s equations as a function of
the masses and spins of the two progenitor black holes. Us-
ing fitting formulae calibrated to numerical relativity sim-
ulations [92], we verified that the remnant mass and spin
deduced from the early stage of the coalescence and those
inferred independently from the late stage are consistent
with each other, with no evidence for disagreement from
general relativity.

Within the Post-Newtonian formalism, the phase of
the gravitational waveform during the inspiral can be ex-
pressed as a power-series in f1/3. The coefficients of this
expansion can be computed in general relativity. Thus we
can test for consistency with general relativity [95, 96] by
allowing the coefficients to deviate from the nominal val-
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nonetheless effectively recover systems with misaligned
spins in the parameter region of GW150914 [44]. Approx-
imately 250,000 template waveforms are used to cover this
parameter space.

The search calculates the matched-filter signal-to-noise
ratio ⇢(t) for each template in each detector and identi-
fies maxima of ⇢(t) with respect to the time of arrival
of the signal [79–81]. For each maximum we calcu-
late a chi-squared statistic �2

r

to test whether the data in
several different frequency bands are consistent with the
matching template [82]. Values of �2

r

near unity indicate
that the signal is consistent with a coalescence. If �2

r

is
greater than unity, ⇢(t) is re-weighted as ⇢̂ = ⇢/[(1 +
(�2

r

)3)/2]1/6 [83, 84]. The final step enforces coincidence
between detectors by selecting event pairs that occur within
a 15ms window and come from the same template. The
15ms window is determined by the 10ms inter-site propa-
gation time plus 5ms for uncertainty in arrival time of weak
signals. We rank coincident events based on the quadrature
sum ⇢̂

c

of the ⇢̂ from both detectors [43].
To produce background data for this search the SNR

maxima of one detector are time-shifted and a new set of
coincident events is computed. Repeating this procedure
⇠ 107 times produces a noise background analysis time
equivalent to 608 000 years.

To account for the search background noise varying
across the target signal space, candidate and background
events are divided into three search classes based on tem-
plate length. The right panel of Fig. 4 shows the back-
ground for the search class of GW150914. The GW150914
detection-statistic value of ⇢̂

c

= 23.6 is larger than any
background event, so only an upper bound can be placed
on its false alarm rate. Across the three search classes this
bound is 1 in 203 000 yrs. This translates to a false alarm
probability < 2⇥ 10�7, corresponding to 5.1�.

A second, independent matched-filter analysis that uses
a different method for estimating the significance of its
events [85, 86], also detected GW150914 with identical
signal parameters and consistent significance.

When an event is confidently identified as a real grav-
itational wave signal, as for GW150914, the background
used to determine the significance of other events is re-
estimated without the contribution of this event. This is
the background distribution shown as a purple line in the
right panel of Fig. 4. Based on this, the second most sig-
nificant event has a false alarm rate of 1 per 2.3 years and
corresponding Poissonian false alarm probability of 0.02.
Waveform analysis of this event indicates that if it is astro-
physical in origin it is also a binary black hole [44].

Source discussion — The matched filter search is opti-
mized for detecting signals, but it provides only approxi-
mate estimates of the source parameters. To refine them we
use general relativity-based models that include precessing
spins [77, 78, 89, 90], and for each model perform a co-
herent Bayesian analysis to derive posterior distributions

TABLE I. Source parameters for GW150914. We report me-
dian values with 90% credible intervals that include statistical
errors, and systematic errors from averaging the results of dif-
ferent waveform models. Masses are given in the source frame,
to convert to the detector frame multiply by (1 + z) [87]. The
source redshift assumes standard cosmology [88].

Primary black hole mass 36+5
�4 M�

Secondary black hole mass 29+4
�4 M�

Final black hole mass 62+4
�4 M�

Final black hole spin 0.67+0.05
�0.07

Luminosity distance 410+160
�180 Mpc

Source redshift, z 0.09+0.03
�0.04

of the source parameters [91]. The initial and final masses,
final spin, distance and redshift of the source are shown in
Table I. The spin of the primary black hole is constrained to
be < 0.7 (90% credible interval) indicating it is not max-
imally spinning, while the spin of the secondary is only
weakly constrained. These source parameters are discussed
in detail in [38]. The parameter uncertainties include sta-
tistical errors, and systematic errors from averaging the re-
sults of different waveform models.

Using the fits to numerical simulations of binary black
hole mergers in [92, 93], we provide estimates of the mass
and spin of the final black hole, the total energy radiated in
gravitational waves, and the peak gravitational-wave lumi-
nosity [38]. The estimated total energy radiated in gravita-
tional waves is 3.0+0.5

�0.5 M�c2. The system reached a peak
gravitational-wave luminosity of 3.6+0.5

�0.4 ⇥ 1056 erg/s,
equivalent to 200+30

�20 M�c2/s.
Several analyses have been performed to determine

whether or not GW150914 is consistent with a binary black
hole system in general relativity [94]. A first consistency
check involves the mass and spin of the final black hole.
In general relativity, the end product of a black hole binary
coalescence is a Kerr black hole, which is fully described
by its mass and spin. For quasicircular inspirals, these are
predicted uniquely by Einstein’s equations as a function of
the masses and spins of the two progenitor black holes. Us-
ing fitting formulae calibrated to numerical relativity sim-
ulations [92], we verified that the remnant mass and spin
deduced from the early stage of the coalescence and those
inferred independently from the late stage are consistent
with each other, with no evidence for disagreement from
general relativity.

Within the Post-Newtonian formalism, the phase of
the gravitational waveform during the inspiral can be ex-
pressed as a power-series in f1/3. The coefficients of this
expansion can be computed in general relativity. Thus we
can test for consistency with general relativity [95, 96] by
allowing the coefficients to deviate from the nominal val-
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• Radiated energy: 3M⦿ (±0.5)

• Peak luminosity: 3.6 x 1056 erg/s 
(±15%): 200 solar masses per 
second!   (About 1µW/cm2 at 
detector, ~1012 millicrab!)

• Spins s1 and s2 only weakly 
constrained: not extreme.  
Consistent with merger of two non-
spinning black holes.

• Final spin of 0.67 is about 6000 rpm
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Things&I&didn’t&talk&about
• TesEng'GR:'everything'consistent.''New'ability'to'test'GR'in'the'strong'
field'dynamic'regime.'See&talk&by&Chris&Van&Den&Broeck'

• Second'LIGO'detecEon,'GW151226 
Astrophysical'implicaEons:'metallicity'during'star'formaEon'that'led'to'
these'BH'could'not'have'been'too'large.'(Broad)'limits'on'rate'per'cubic'
Gpc.'See&talk&by&Edward&Porter'

• StochasEc'“background”'from'more'distant'weaker'sources:'potenEally'
detectable'when'we'reach'design'sensiEvity.'See&talk&by'Giancarlo&Cella'

• Report'of'a'weak'gamma_ray'burst'(GBM'onboard'Fermi'satellite)'0.4'
seconds'arer'The'Event.''See&talk&by&Leo&Singer&
• Other&potenEal'LIGO'sources'of'gravitaEonal'waves.'See&talk&by&
Graham&Woan&
• Searches'for'gravitaEonal'waves'with'other'instruments'and'in'other'
frequency'bands'(LISA,'Pulsar'TIming'Arrays,'…).'See&talk&by&Scoi&
Hughes
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Binary&Black&Holes&in&O1
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FIG. 1. Left: Amplitude spectral density of the total strain noise of the H1 and L1 detectors,
p

S( f ), in units of strain per
p

Hz, and the
recovered signals of GW150914, GW151226 and LVT151012 plotted so that the relative amplitudes can be related to the SNR of the signal
(as described in the text). Right: Time evolution of the recovered signals from when they enter the detectors’ sensitive band at 30 Hz. Both
figures show the 90% credible regions of the LIGO Hanford signal reconstructions from a coherent Bayesian analysis using a non-precessing
spin waveform model [46].

The gravitational-wave signal from a BBH merger takes the
form of a chirp, increasing in frequency and amplitude as the
black holes spiral inwards. The amplitude of the signal is
maximum at the merger, after which it decays rapidly as the fi-
nal black hole rings down to equilibrium. In the frequency do-
main, the amplitude decreases with frequency during inspiral,
as the signal spends a greater number of cycles at lower fre-
quencies. This is followed by a slower falloff during merger
and then a steep decrease during the ringdown. The amplitude
of GW150914 is significantly larger than the other two events
and at the time of the merger the gravitational-wave signal
lies well above the noise. GW151226 has lower amplitude but
sweeps across the whole detector’s sensitive band up to nearly
800 Hz. The corresponding time series of the three wave-
forms are plotted in the right panel of Figure 1 to better vi-
sualize the difference in duration within the Advanced LIGO
band: GW150914 lasts only a few cycles while LVT151012
and GW151226 have lower amplitude but last longer.

The analysis presented in this paper includes the total set of
O1 data from September 12, 2015 to January 19, 2016, which
contains a total coincident analysis time of 51.5 days accu-
mulated when both detectors were operating in their normal
state. As discussed in [13] with regard to the first 16 days
of O1 data, the output data of both detectors typically con-
tain non-stationary and non-Gaussian features, in the form of
transient noise artifacts of varying durations. Longer duration
artifacts, such as non-stationary behavior in the interferom-
eter noise, are not very detrimental to CBC searches as they
occur on a time-scale that is much longer than any CBC wave-

form. However, shorter duration artifacts can pollute the noise
background distribution of CBC searches. Many of these arti-
facts have distinct signatures [49] visible in the auxiliary data
channels from the large number of sensors used to monitor in-
strumental or environmental disturbances at each observatory
site [50]. When a significant noise source is identified, con-
taminated data are removed from the analysis data set. After
applying this data quality process, detailed in [51], the remain-
ing coincident analysis time in O1 is 48.6 days. The analyses
search only stretches of data longer than a minimum duration,
to ensure that the detectors are operating stably. The choice is
different in the two analyses and reduces the available data to
46.1 days for the PyCBC analysis and 48.3 days for the Gst-
LAL analysis.

III. SEARCH RESULTS

Two different, largely independent, analyses have been im-
plemented to search for stellar-mass BBH signals in the data
of O1: PyCBC [2–4] and GstLAL [5–7]. Both these analyses
employ matched filtering [52–60] with waveforms given by
models based on general relativity [8, 9] to search for gravi-
tational waves from binary neutron stars, BBHs, and neutron
star–black hole binaries. In this paper, we focus on the results
of the matched filter search for BBHs. Results of the searches
for binary neutron stars and neutron star–black hole binaries
are reported in [61]. These matched-filter searches are com-
plemented by generic transient searches which are sensitive to

Talk&by 
Edward&Porter

29'+'35'M⦿

8'+'15'M⦿

13'+'23'M⦿



20016Y18:&a&“Golden&Age”&of&GW&astronomy&

• Next'Advanced'LIGO'Engineering'Run'starts'on'29'September 
Second'observing'run'O2'starts'about'four'weeks'later 
30%'strain'sensiEvity'improvement,'increase'observable'
volume'by'a'factor'of'2.4.'~10&events&total 
VIRGO'will'join'at'the'end,'adding'bezer'poinEng'and'
polarizaEon'informaEon'

• Advanced'LIGO'O3'run'will'start'in'2017.''AddiEonal'
sensiEvity'increase:'one'event'every'few'days'for'a'year:'
~100&events&total'
•Within'3'years,'we'will'know'the'mass'and'spin'distribuEon'
of'these'binary'black'hole'sources'

• Expect'at'least'one'event'strong'enough'to'directly'
determine'the'final'mass'and'spin'and'test'the'area'theorem
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Conclusions
•We'can'detect'gravitaEonal'waves'
directly'(tracking'amplitude'and'
phase)'

• Existence'of'stellar'mass'black'hole'
binaries'established'(not'visible'any'
other'way!).'Will'be'our'dominant'
source.'

• A'golden'age'for'GW'astronomy'is'
coming.''We'will'go'from'2'
detecEons''to'10'to'100'in'the'next'
few'years.'

• Other'signal'sources'(NS/NS,'NS/BH,'
CW,'or'the'unexpected.'Please'sign'
up'for'Einstein@Home
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